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Environmental Officer
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Company: Commercial

Location: Wollongong

Category: other-general

Job Description: Our open secret: Deliver with impact, connect to what matters & live your way.

Ongoing full-time role Opportunity located in Nowra NSW Salary starting from $93,295 +

Super and leave entitlements Create impact in your industry, using your specialist skills and

experience. You would undertake both office and fieldwork, occasionally being 'hands on',

whilst leading a small team to deliver natural area management projects. You'll work on fulfilling

projects which are focused on protecting and enhancing our natural environment. Internal

support and mentoring are on tap, with collaboration and cooperation across all regions

encouraged. You'll become part of an amazing, experienced, professional & friendly team,

contributing, and learning from some of the best in the environment field. You'll be working

for an organisation whose flexible work environment allows you to better manage your

lifestyle and work commitments. We work hard every day to support and grow thriving

communities across regional NSW that will have a positive impact on generations to come.

Our goal is always to be a trusted local partner and problem-solver working deeply in

community. As part of our team, you will be able to: Deliver with impact: You are empowered

and trusted to create impact through exposure to cutting-edge projects and research, career

defining opportunities, and get to be part of a team creating sustainable solutions that will

leave a legacy. Connect to what matters: We are all about forming deep community

relationships, fostering our passionate and connected teams. It is central to our work to

support a true sense of belonging across the team. Live your way: From bringing your

whole self to work, to designing flexibility, that fits you and the team, at Regional NSW

you will be able to find the balance that works for you. A recruitment pool may be created for
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ongoing and temporary roles of the same role or role type that may become available for

filling over the next eighteen months. #opensecret #liveyourway #J-18808-Ljbffr

Apply Now
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